Tilt

I have come to accept that lens tilt is easier to understand than quantum mechanics, but
only slightly - very slightly. It is hard enough to spell and/or pronounce the Scheimpflug
Principle, let alone completely grasp all the dynamics of how it works. What I cover here is
a cursory review. Still today, the best book on the Scheimpflug principle is by Harold M.
Merklinger, Focusing the View Camera. It is available free online here:
http://www.trenholm.org/hmmerk/FVC161.pdf
Here is a shorter version just on the subject of tilt:
http://www.trenholm.org/hmmerk/VuCamTxt.pdf
As Harold points out in the above links, most popular forum discussion is around the
Scheimpflug rule, which by itself does not tell us much. It is the Hinge Rule that is equally, if
not more important. It is the combination of these two “rules” that is required to reach an
understanding of how simple tilt really is.
There are two apps that were invaluable to my understanding of the principle and its
affects: First, the very simple snapi Tilt Calculator; Second, the wonderfully full-featured
and detailed Lumariver DoF app. I don’t find the snapi app all the useful in the field, but it
does have a great visual representation of what happens when you change focus and
change tilt angle. Lumariver is much more useful, and the ability to customize it for your
digital back, lenses and preferences is almost unlimited. It can be a bit confusing at first, but
it is a great tool.

Fig 26: With lens focused at infinity, note how the plane of focus remains horizontal, but moves up through the ground closer
to the camera when degrees of tilt are increased.

Fig 27: Note what happens as you dial in focus from infinity without changing lens tilt angle. Not what you may expect!

After studying the above images (exported from the snapi app), you should notice a few
important facts about the Scheimpflug principle and the Hinge Rule:
#1. With the camera level and the lens focus set to infinity, the plane of focus is
horizontal regardless of how many degrees of tilt.
#2. Again, with the camera level and lens focused to infinity, increasing the degrees of
tilt brings up the plane of focus closer to the camera, but it remains horizontal (#1).
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#3. With a specific degree of tilt dialed in, racking in focus from infinity pulls up the
Plane of Focus angle, making it “steeper” or more acute.
The above descriptions are facts that apply to all lenses, focal lengths and apertures. They
do not explain everything associated with the Scheimpflug Principle and Hinge Rule, but
they are quite interesting.
I struggled grasping tilt because I looked at the dynamics the way I think most people do: as
you dial in more tilt, the plane of focus “lays down” and becomes more horizontal. While
that is sort-of true, it certainly is not true when the lens is focused at infinity. The most
effective way to describe tilt I’ve found is below:
•
•

•

You are a pole vaulter holding the pole out in front, ready to start your approach.
The pole is your plane of focus, your front hand is the amount of tilt dialed in and
your rear hand is the the focus distance set by the helical / rail.
Setting a focus distance further away pulls your back hand up, flattening down the
plane of focus. With focus set at infinity, the sharp plane of focus is perpendicular to
the sensor plane. Setting a close focus distance pushes your back hand down, pulling
up the plane of focus to a steeper angle (same as above).
Dialing in more tilt raises both hands. The relative amount depends on the set focus
distance. If the distance is set to infinity, both hands move up and down at the same
rate, and the plane of sharp focus remains perpendicular to the film plane. With a
focus distance set in from infinity, the back-hand movement speeds up relative to
the front hand when tilt angle is increased / decreased. It helps to think of tilt angle
affecting the plane of focus in two separate operations:
o Dialing in more tilt moves both hands up, moving the overall plane of focus
closer to the bottom of the camera.
o If the focus point is set in from infinity, the rear hand moves faster than the
front hand as tilt is adjusted. Dialing in more tilt effectively “flattens” the
plane of focus because the rear hand is moving up fast compared to the front
hand.

The above description is useful because your front hand follows the Hinge Rule, while your
back hand represents the Scheimflug Rule. I find this analogy helps to understand how the
two operations, tilt and focus, affect the plane of focus angle. Changing focus distance does
not affect the position of your front hand at all. The Hinge Rule is independent of focus
point.
What does this mean? Well, if you want the (flat) ground to be in focus from the tripod to
infinity, simply focus at infinity and dial in tilt until the ground comes in focus. You can
zoom in and pick any point on the ground; it doesn’t matter. The ground will be in focus
everywhere.
Technically, lens tilt measured relative to the film plane determines the distance from the
lens to a line about which the plane of sharp focus pivots. There are other things that
happen when you change tilt angle and dial focus in and out:
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•
•
•

•

Dialing in more tilt makes the depth of field wedge narrower. The more tilt, the less
depth of field.
All other things being equal (aperture, focus distance, degree of tilt), a longer lens
will have a narrower depth of field.
A longer lens will require more tilt to pull up the plane of focus a specific distance
from the bottom of the camera. For example, a 40mm lens requires 1.6 degrees of
tilt to bring the plane of focus up to 5 feet below the camera. A 60mm lens requires
2.25 degrees, and 90mm requires 3.4 degrees to bring the plane of focus up to 5 feet
below the camera.
Without tilt, the traditional depth of field range extends about 1/3 in front of the
plane of focus and about 2/3 behind the plane of focus. Unlike traditional depth of
field, when using lens tilt the plane of focus is exactly in the middle of the depth of
field.

Because the depth of field is a wedge that can be set at almost any angle, you have to pay
attention not only to how far subjects are in the scene, but also how tall they are. Below is a
great example; if the depth of field wedge was too narrow, the top of The Totem Pole could
have been soft and the bottom sharp (or vice versa), even though those two points in the
scene are the same distance from the camera.

Fig 28-29: Tilt used to render everything from sand, bush and totem sharp in one capture, then scene as modeled and
represented in Anders Torger’s Lumariver DoF app. Rodenstock 90hr-sw.

All this is interesting, but how do we go about focusing in the field with tilt? I find the above
explanations helpful to understand the dynamics and provide quick starting points. Some
use the apps to calculate precise numbers and dial those in. I find that too cumbersome,
combined with the fact that it is difficult and time consuming to get actual distance data
from several different points in the scene.
Instead, I use this tried and true process used for many years on view cameras:
1. With the lens wide open, dial in 1 degree of tilt, regardless of focal length.
2. Zoom in and focus on the thing up close in the frame (usually at the bottom). Note
where the helical is.
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3. Zoom back out, zoom in and focus on the thing in the distance (usually at the top).
Note where the helical is.
4. Set a new focus point right in between the two focus points (i.e. split the helical
rotation in half).
a. If you had to dial out to a farther distance for that thing in the distance (at the
top), add more tilt until it comes back into focus.
b. If you had to dial in to a closer distance for that thing in the distance, subtract
tilt until it comes back in focus.
5. Check the thing in the front. It is usually spot on. If not, repeat.
6. Set the lens at the f-stop you want and shoot!
The easy way to remember Step 4 is, “Focus out, tilt out; focus in, tilt in.” Starting with one
degree of tilt also reduces the chance of falling into the most frequent tilt error: dialing in
too much tilt.
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